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Motivational Interviewing

Stephen Rollnick

with Andy Williams

Trainer supports: Tristan Griffiths, Mark Anthony 

Welcome
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HOW MIGHT MI HELP YOU?
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MI in a nutshell

What is it?

What is it not?

 

 



Slide 4 HIV consultation from South Africa

- Queue, heat, sick child

- Mother and baby are HIV+

long walk, stigma, poverty, poor adherence, 

alcohol abuse in husband, poor diet…
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“What is consistent with MI?”

1. Read transcript  and reflect

2. Exchange reflections with a colleague

(Transcript in handout)

 

 

Slide 6 Practitioner: I’m glad you came back to see me today.

Mother: I must do this for my baby 

Practitioner: This baby is very important to you

Mother: Yes

Practitioner: And you want it to be healthy

Mother: Yes, I told my husband and he is supportive but there are some issues 

he is not helping me with – he doesn’t want to use the condoms

Practitioner: What would be most helpful for us to start talking about?  Is it 

condoms, your medication, your diet, or perhaps something else? 

Mother: I want to talk about the medication

Practitioner:  Yes, fine, we can come back to other things.  The medication 

feels important to you 

Mother: Its very important, I want to know how to take these tablets so that I 

keep well 

Practitioner: What would you most like to know about the medicine? 

Mother: If I miss doses I worry that it will bring harm

 

 



Slide 7 Practitioner: I’m glad you came back to see me today.

Mother: I must do this for my baby (change talk)

Practitioner: This baby is very important to you (listening)

Mother: Yes

Practitioner: And you want it to be healthy (listening)

Mother: Yes, I told my husband and he is supportive but there are some issues 

he is not helping me with – he doesn’t want to use the condoms

Practitioner: What would be most helpful for us to start talking about?  Is it 

condoms, your medication, your diet, or perhaps something else? (focusing) 

Mother: I want to talk about the medication (change talk)

Practitioner:  Yes, fine, we can come back to other things.  The medication 

feels important to you (reflection)

Mother: Its very important, I want to know how to take these tablets so that I 

keep well ((change talk)

Practitioner: What would you most like to know about the medicine? 

Mother: If I miss doses I worry that it will bring harm (change talk)
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“Playing football is very simple, but playing simple football 

is the hardest things there is” (Johan Cruyff)

 

 

Slide 9 Defining MI

Collaborative and purposeful conversation 

to strengthen motivation 

by guiding someone to say for themselves 

why and how they might change

Supported by information and advice as needed
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MI in a nutshell

What is it?

What is it not?

 

 

Slide 11 MI IS NOT 

- FOR EVERYONE

- JUST CLIENT CENTRED COUNSELLING  

- A TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO OR ON CLIENTS

- UNIQUE 
It can be recongised in the style, manner & skills of a guide
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Direct   - Guide   - Follow
teach draw out          listen
instruct            encourage       understand
lead                  motivate          go along with

MI is an refined form of guiding 

- 70-80% should be familiar
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2002

1991                                                    2012

Three  editions of core text

Miller W & Rollnick S  Motivational Interviewing: 
Helping People Change, Guilford Prtess, 2012

Thanks to Jeff Allison for image design  
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Righting reflex Ambivalence
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Listening Ambivalence
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We noticed that:

Acceptance of a person and curiosity about 
motivation were helpful

They felt safe enough to face change
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People are generally better persuaded by the reasons 

which they have themselves discovered, than by those 

which have come into the mind of others.”

Blaise Pascal, Pensées, (1670)
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MI – spirit and skills

(Music and dance steps)
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QUESTIONS - OBSERVATIONS

Collaboration

Acceptance

Evocation

Compassion
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QUESTIONS - OBSERVATIONS

Evocation
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Explore uncertainty about the “why?” and the “how” of 

change and elicit change talk

Definition
….a collaborative conversation style for strengthening a 

person’s own motivation and commitment to change

Purposeful and focused 

Language about change ……..

Goal
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OARS:

Open questions

Affirmation

Reflection

Summary

Core Skills

 

 

Slide 23 Helen is leaning against the school gates, panting

A teacher notices her. She says she cant breathe. She seems
wobbly, possibly drunk?

Her husband leaves the house early, and says she should pull
her socks up.  The two  boys are very hard work.  

A secret drink is about the only way she feels she can cope with
The panic and get them to school.

The teacher makes a tel. call, and she walks into your room...
(This could be in just about any setting)
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“... He makes me cross.  He leaves the house and says 
‘you’ll be OK’ and its easy for him. I don’t like being like 
this but what can I do? I feel I am about to have a heart 
attack and I go all dizzy, and then……”

Change talk flickers in a busy conversation
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“... He makes me cross.  He leaves the house and says ‘you’ll be 
OK’ and its easy for him. I don’t like being like this but what can I 
do? I feel I am about to have a heart attack and I go all dizzy, and 
then……”

Highlighting change talk lifts motivation

Change talk flickers in a busy conversation
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“... He makes me cross.  He leaves the house and says ‘you’ll be 
OK’ and its easy for him. I don’t like being like this but what can I 
do? I feel I am about to have a heart attack and I go all dizzy, and 
then……”

Open question:   “Why don’t you like being like this?”
or
Reflection:   “Youre not happy having these panic attacks”

Then more change talk will follow….

Recognise, then highlight change talk…. 
….  and evoke more

Predicts better 

outcome
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Your task is to help the person explore - and articulate -
what’s in their own true best interests.

Speech influences behaviour

MI is the purposeful evocation of change talk
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ENGAGE

FOCUS

EVOKE

PLAN

Settle into a helpful conversation 

Find a useful direction

Draw out their own good 

reasons to change

If they want to, support

them to plan changes  

“Shall we work together?”

“what change?”

“Why?”

“How?”
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Open questions

Affirming

Reflecting

Summarizing

Core Skills - O.A.R.S.

 

 



Slide 31 Like a musical score

Question (Q)  Affirmation (A)   

Reflection (R) Summary (S)

O R R A O R O R A RR O R A R S
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I do not believe that I have had an interview

with anybody in twenty-five years in which

the person to whom I was talking was not

annoyed during the early part of the

interview by my asking stupid questions.  

Harry Stack Sullivan
Psychiatrist: Champion of a social view of loneliness & 

mental illness
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Direct   - Guide   - Follow
teach draw out          listen
instruct            encourage       understand
lead                  motivate          go along with

Questions – linked to style

 

 



Slide 34 If you were a skilled guide

What kind of question would you ask?
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From a guide …. about change!

You look ahead with curiosity

The answer sits in the person

Reach out and wonder aloud   
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What have you noticed about … that might be helpful?

How important is it for you to ….?

How confident are you that about succeeding?

How might you succeed with this?

The answers are change talk
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Asking questions

Affirming

Reflecting

Summarizing

Core Skills

 

 

Slide 38 AFFIRMING

38  

 

Slide 39 The primary presenting problem is severe obesity 

in a 28 year-old woman who needs to lose weight 

before surgery.  She’s also smokes, get’s little or 

no exercise and has an unhealthy diet.  Her 

motivation is questionable.

Jose is the dependable heart of a lively and large 

family, and manages the household, the children 

and a part-time job. Her heath has not been a 

concern for her until this recent issue of surgery 

cropped up. She was told to lose weight, and it 

took two hours to get to this appointment with 

you. 

Deficits

Strengths

 

 



Slide 40 AFFIRMING

Making a statement highlights strengths ,values, effort or 

achievement

 

 

Slide 41 Some examples

• “Despite these setbacks, you made it to this appointment” 

• “You are determined to get on top of this condition” 

• "Being a good mom to your kids is important to you"

41  
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“When you’re that young, it doesn’t take a lot to be 

encouraged, or discouraged . . . they raised my game . . . 

they saw something in me I didn’t see in myself.”

Sir Ken Robinson, educationalist

 

 



Slide 43 AFFIRMATION

Appreciate a strength or positive action

Should be both true and genuine

Express positive regard and caring

Strengthens engagement

Diminish defensiveness person, a real survivor

 

 

Slide 44 "Affirm was the only therapist behavior

that both increased change talk and also 

reduced sustain talk 

Which Individual Therapist Behaviors Elicit Client Change 

Talk and Sustain Talk in Motivational Interviewing? (Apodaca

et al, 2015) 44  

 

Slide 45 Respond to failure with affirmation

“I don’t know I just never seem to succeed, no matter how 

hard I try”

Affirmation:

“I went home and kept off the dope all day, for two days, 

and then I got stressed and bang it all went downhill again”

Affirmation: 

 

 



Slide 46 “I don’t know I just never seem to succeed, no matter how 

hard I try”

Affirmation: You’re not someone who wants to give up on 

this 

“I went home and kept off the dope all day, for two days, 

and then I got stressed and bang it all went downhill again”

Affirmation:  Its been up and down and you’ve come here 

today wanting to find a way through 

 

 

Slide 47 Praise 

Recognition

Gratitude

Appreciation 

Affirmation

 

 

Slide 48 AFFIRMING

48  
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Cheerleading

Praise

Gratitude

Affirmation

Praise is best used with a focus on behavior. However it 

is like alcohol, OK only in moderation. A little can lighten 

the mood, improve someone’s day, or temporarily 

increase courage. Too much is toxic. It creates 

dysfunction, dependence, and inhibits healthy habits.

Gratitude enhances relationship building and is a 

necessary component of team work but not individual 

player skill building

Affirmations are skill building boosters. 

Inherently positive for not only the person 

receiving but also those team members who 

may be watching/listening.

Cheerleading can call forth pride, drowns out useful 

communication and is ineffective as positive 

reinforcement. 

With thanks to Mary Hodorowicz  
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Asking questions

Affirming

Reflecting

Summarizing

Core Skills
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Can empathy be practiced?

If you want to empathize, what can you do
about this?

What skill will you use?

 

 



Slide 52 You: May I ask you, could we spend a few minutes talking about alcohol, how it helps and 
what else you’ve noticed about it?

Client: well as I said, it calms my nerves, but it cant go on like this forever

You: although it helps, you’re concerned about it

Client: well I’m not an alcoholic you know but I cant be drinking with the kids around

You: because you want to be a responsible mother

Client: yes, they are my No 1 priority

You:  and if you drink you worry you might neglect them

Client: No, never, I wont neglect them, but I get like selfish and I shout at them 

You:  and that’s not fair on them

Client: exactly, but then I get trapped when we leave for school, I either calm my nerves 
with a drink or shake like a baby, and that’s not good for them either, to see me like that

You: like you are stuck in a corner, with no way out   

Client: well that’s why I’m here I guess, to find a way out

You: What will be most helpful for you now?

Client: to see if there is a way to get out of the house without drinking

You: and to get more control over those panicky feelings

Client: yes exactly that’s me, Ive got to do it differently now
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Client You

What she says What I hear

What she means What I understand
or feels

Gordon, T (1970) Parent effectiveness Training, New York, Wyden  
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Helen: “I don t like being like this”

You:   “You want things to change” (reflection)

Helen: “ Well yes because…….”

It s a guess, forward-looking, you are curious, and 
she explains …. and you hear change talk

 

 



Slide 55 REFLECTION (or reflective listening)
Statements

Curious hypotheses 

Voice intonation down at end

“Its…”  “Its like….” “You….”  “You feel…”  “and….”
“and you….”

You try to capture the essence

Used purposefully to evoke change talk

 

 

Slide 56 Levels of Reflection

Simple Reflections . . .

add little or nothing to what the person has said: 

repeat or slight rephrase

Complex Reflections . . .

make a guess about meaning that has not been 

directly stated: paraphrase, metaphor, reflection of 

feeling, continuing the paragraph, etc.

56  

 

Slide 57 Less is more
Helen: I don t like being like this

You:   One of the things I think I hear you say is that with 
everything that’s going on you want things to change and that’s 
hard for you because ….

Helen: Uh…. 

Compared to ..

Helen: I don t like being like this

You:   You want things to change
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Asking questions

Affirming

Reflecting

Summarizing

Core Skills
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Jose is the dependable heart of a lively and large 

family, and manages the household, the children 

and a part-time job. Her heath has not been a 

concern for her until this recent issue of surgery 

cropped up. She was told to lose weight, and it 

took two hours to get to this appointment with 

you. 

 

 

Slide 60 You have a brief chat and then summarise….

What lenses do you wear?

 

 



Slide 61 EXAMPLE 1
You don’t want the surgery in the first place and now you will need 
to lose weight.  

 

 

Slide 62 EXAMPLE 1
You don’t want the surgery in the first place and now you will need 
to lose weight.  

EXAMPLE 2
It took stamina and patience just to get here this morning, and its 
upsetting to hear about this weight issue. 

 

 

Slide 63 EXAMPLE 1
You don’t want the surgery in the first place and now you will need 
to lose weight.  

EXAMPLE 2
It took stamina and patience just to get here this morning, and its 
upsetting to hear about this weight issue. 

EXAMPLE 3
It feels unfair and difficult for you this idea of losing weight, and yet 
you would like to if you could. 

 

 



Slide 64 EXAMPLE 1
You don’t want the surgery in the first place and now you will need 
to lose weight.  Deficit lenses

EXAMPLE 2
It took stamina and patience just to get here this morning, and its 
upsetting to hear about this weight issue. Person-centred, 
strengths lenses

EXAMPLE 3
It feels unfair and difficult for you this idea of losing weight, and yet 
you would like to if you could. MI lenses

 

 

Slide 65 Listener

Ask these two open questions and listen for a while:

“Why would you want to make this change?”

“How might you go about it, in order to succeed?”

Give a short summary of the speaker’s motivations for 
change

Then ask:  
 “So what do you think you’ll do?”…..  and just listen with interest

Practice 2

65  
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Slide 67 “Some patients lie. They falsify their blood glucose records 

and forget their meters so you can’t check. They know 

they are lying, I know they are lying and they know that I 

know they are lying. Then what do you say? It’s the kind 

of outpatient consultation that has me scratching my head 

wondering what to say next. They have the motivation to 

come to clinic, but arrive with falsified glucose records so 

they can manage my expectations and be seen to obey 

instructions handed down to them countless times. So what 

do you say next? If you call them out you risk them never 

returning. The service is somehow not meeting their 

needs”

Dr Mhit Kumar  

 

Slide 68 RAPID CONNECTING

20% RULE
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SOME FOUNDATIONS OF MI
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Inspiration Day about MI

Stephen Rollnick, Professor of Healthcare 

Communication 

Cardiff University, 

WALES, UK. 
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Coming alongside
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Coming alongside

Then another foundation …..
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Jose needs surgery

 

 

Slide 74 The primary presenting problem is severe obesity 

in a 28 year-old woman who needs to lose weight 

before surgery.  She’s also smokes, get’s little or 

no exercise and has an unhealthy diet.  Her 

motivation is questionable.

Jose is the dependable heart of a lively and large 

family, and manages the household, the children 

and a part-time job. Her heath has not been a 

concern for her until this recent issue of surgery 

cropped up. She was told to lose weight, and it 

took two hours to get to this appointment with 

you. 

Deficits

Strengths
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Coming alongside 

A person with strengths

And another foundation…..
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“Essentially he is sick and tired of being 
told what to do and how to do it…”
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Coming alongside 

A person with strengths

Who appreciates autonomy
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Agenda Setting

NOT READ Y UN SUREUN SURE R EA DY

?

??
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DEEPER DIVE

EVOKING
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1. Ask about change

2. Reflect when you hear change talk

3. Summarise it with strengths lenses on 
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You: How would you like things to be different?

Helen: I don t like being like this

You: you want things to change

Helen: I’m fed up with these panic attacks

You: They hold you back

Helen: No they knock me back, I’ve got to change
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1. Ask about change

2. Hear change talk and reflect it

3. Summarise it with strengths lenses on 
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1.Importance (Why?)

“Why should I?”

“I want to, but....” 

“What will I gain/lose?”

2.  Confidence (How?)

“Will I be able to ?”

“What skills do I need”

“Will I cope in situations x, y & z?”

Importance & Confidence
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1. How important is it for you to …..…  (I)

2. How confident are you that you will succeed? 

(C)

Summarize & check understanding

Assess motivation
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How important is it for you right now to 

…lose weight?
On a scale from 0 - 10, if 0 was “not at all important”  and 10 was 

“very important”, what number would you give yourself?

1. Why are you at x and not at 1?
2. What would need to happen, for you to get from x to (higher 
no.)?

3. How can I help you get from x to (higher no.)?

Understanding answers increases motivation to change in active 

patient

Explore motivation
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How important is it for you right now to 

lose weight?
On a scale from 0 - 10, if 0 was “not at all important”  and 10 was 

“very important”, what number would you give yourself?

1. Why are you at x and not at 1?
2. What would need to happen, for you to get from x to (higher 
no.)?

3. How can I help you get from x to (higher no.)?

Understanding answers increases motivation to change in active 

patient

 

 

Slide 89 Ambivalence is common

You hear a mixture of change talk and 

sustain talk

 

 

Slide 90 Snatching Change Talk 

from the Jaws of Ambivalence
• I really don’t want to stop smoking, but I know 

that I should.  I’ve tried before and it’s really 

hard.

90  

 



Slide 91 Snatching Change Talk 

from the Jaws of Ambivalence
• I really don’t want to stop smoking, but I know 

that I should.  I’ve tried before and it’s really 

hard.

– 1.  You really don’t want to quit

– 2.  It’s pretty clear to you that you ought to quit.

– 3.  You don’t think that you can quit

91  
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See, its for sure I want to get out and about more 

and then its like a cloud comes down and I cant step 

out of the door

92  
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See, its for sure I want to get out and about more 

and then its like a cloud comes down and I cant step 

out of the door

• That sounds quite lonely

• You’d like to find a way to get out more 

• It feels much safer inside

93  

 



Slide 94 I know you’re worried that I’m getting addicted, and I 

guess I can see what you mean, but I really need more 

pain medicine.  I don’t know how I would get through the 

day without it.  If you won’t prescribe it, then I’ll find 

someone else who will.

94  

 

Slide 95 I know you’re worried that I’m getting addicted, and I 

guess I can see what you mean, but I really need more 

pain medicine.  I don’t know how I would get through the 

day without it.  If you won’t prescribe it, then I’ll find 

someone else who will.

• You understand my worry about dependence.

• It’s hard to imagine how you would get along without 

more medicine.

• One way or another, you’re going to get more medicine.

95  
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DEEPER DIVE

MI BRIEFLY

We don t have time for all this MI stuff!

 

 



Slide 97 Can we improve the system?

“Is a system that doesn’t allow you to connect with 
people is a toxic system?”

“Continuity of care is associated with lower mortality rates …
across cultural boundaries … in hospitals and community…” (Denis 
Pereira Gray et al BMJ Open, 2017)

Maybe we don t have time not to listen and connect? 

 

 

Slide 98 A PARADOX?

When I’m rushing

I underestimate how long it takes

Less progress 

When I slow down

I overestimate how long it takes

More progress

Less cluttered mind

Breathing space helps you get to the to heart of the matter?
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RESISTANCE

Two kinds

Same response: reflect!

 

 



Slide 100 DISCORD 

- I want those meds now

- You can’t make me quit

- You don’t understand how hard it is for me

SUSTAIN TALK

– I really don’t want to stop smoking

– I have to have my pills to make it through the day

Both Your attitude and style matters. Reflect. 

100  
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PLANNING

I’d really like to change, but how can I do it?

survivor

 

 

Slide 102 Planning exercise

In pairs 

Option  - observer:  “What I noticed that worked 

well was…..”

“How might you improve your use of MI?”

 

 



Slide 103 The mother of all planning traps?  

You decide

Leap up the steps

Righting reflex

Assume motivation is not an issue

Your wisdom more important than theirs
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“What does MI-consistent planning look and feel like?”
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Why? “Harness the heart”

What? “Find the plan”

How? “Work the plan”
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HOT TOPIC

GIVING ADVICE & INFORMATION
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GIVING ADVICE & INFORMATION

“Can this be consistent with MI?”
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Engage, permission

Elicit: what patient knows

Provide: information/advice

Elicit: what patient might do

Elicit-Provide-Elicit  E.P.E.
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“After all, when you seek advice from someone it’s certainly 
not because you want them to give it. You just want them to be 
there while you talk to yourself”

Terry Pratchett

 

 

Slide 110 Competence tick list for advice-giving

Advice
clear and succinct 

Skills
Asks permission 

Uses open questions 
More reflections than questions 
Uses language like “might”, “could” to champion choice

General attitude
Engages throughout the conversation. Shows respect. Offers choice 

and respects choice.
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When done well, the person will talk about change

MI!

 

 



Slide 112 An 82 year-old elder from a Native American tribe sat 

through a 2-day MI workshop. Then she came forward 

and said this:

“MI with someone is like entering their home. One 

should enter with respect, interest and kindness, affirm 

what is good, and refrain from providing unsolicited 

advice about how to arrange the furniture…”

Thanks to Steve Berg-Smith

 

 

 


